100% Interactive-Distance Education
- with Dynamind
One-to-One Tuition for Highest Quality. Daily ROI. Daily Exams. Daily Assessments

AI or Artificial Intelligence for PCMB or Any Other Coaching
100% interactive e-Teaching, e-Coaching & e-Learning
from www.i2k.in with one-to-one mentoring, 24X7
I was pleased to read in the Economic Times dated 7th February 2018 that Niti Aayog has
taken up the issue of AI on a war footing. The Hon'ble Prime Minister inaugurated an AI
Institute in Maharashtra started by the Wadhwani Foundation on 18th February 2018.
We are a bunch of IIT'ians who started our journey in AI about 20 years ago and have
produced a world class product for 100% one-to-one mentoring for e-Teaching & e-Training.
The product is called Dynamind. Because of Digital India and the thrust of smart phones by
the present government we have migrated to connect our Dynamind through an App called
Afynity; which can be downloaded on the Google Play Store. Any smart phone user can now
use Dynamind from any part of the globe and at any time, 24X7.
The Founder & CEO, Atul Nigam, is from IIT-Kanpur 1988 batch. I am from IIT-Kgp 1961
batch and the Chairman & Mentor since the last 10 years. The company www.i2k.in is
closely held with head office in Mumbai, Maharashtra. Dynamind can be used for Skills too.
In the last 10 years we have avoided takeover bids from/by Microsoft, University of Phoenix,
Arizona, University of Athabasca, Canada, and others and survived.
Dynamind supports any subject course materials in multimedia and in any of the 65 world
languages supported by Oracle. Out of these 65 languages 11 are Indian languages.
Presently, we are running Dynamind/Afynity to e-Teach & e-Coach PCMB or Physics,
Chemistry, Biology & Mathematics for classes 9, 10, 11 & 12. We also do online ecoaching or blended classes for IITJEE, AIEEE, NEET & CET admission exams.
We charge Rs 1,500 per month per student or Rs 18,000 per year for unlimited PCMB
e-Coaching. Our Solutions are for Inclusive Growth and for the masses.
The total universe of these coaching business in India is estimated to be about Rs 90,000 Cr
per year!. Indian Coaching Quality is poor and Costs are very high. For example to run the 23
IIT's the annual budget is about Rs 5,000 Cr but the coaching business for the 15 lac
students entrance exams preparation for the 15,000 seats is about Rs 36,000 Cr per year!
We would be delighted to give a LIVE DEMO to your experts in India/world via internet to
highlight the power of this Made in India product and platform; fine tuned for world use.
Attached herewith are attachments about Dynamind & Afynity* use. I am also attaching an
extract from the "State of the Future 2007"*, based on the World Bank 100 year project
running till the year 2100. (These soft/hard copies can be sent on request to your experts)*
With Regards & Respects,
Krishan Khanna

Chairman

Details & Contacts on the page marked…………. PCMB Coaching
One dedicated e-Teacher for each e-Learner. Internet based e-Teacher & e-Trainer. Scalability
with High Quality at Low Cost. Capacity Building in Education & Training using 'Dynamind'

